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Alexandra R.
16:53 30 Mar 24

Dr. Secchio is amazing. He does a very gentle adjustment that is targeted to your specific needs. It is not painful at all. He does fantastic work with the laser, which combined with an adjustment relieves my pain. I recommend seeing him specifically for both procedures if you have back pain. He is one of the most considerate, kind, thoughtful, knowledgeable, and helpful medical professional I have ever worked with long-term.
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Wendy B.
15:08 17 Feb 24

Dropped by for a much-needed massage from Monica and she was AMAZING! At my request, she concentrated on my hands and helped them feel SO much better. The office staff were very friendly and courteous. Even if you're not going for chiropractic care here, their massage therapists are fantastic and prices are VERY reasonable. Highly recommend!
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Jade B.
22:00 15 Jan 24

Kansas City Chiropractic has been helping me with my lower back pain. However since going to see her, I have been headache free as well. Which is something I’ve been living with for years. I would definitely recommend checking into what chiropractic care could do for you. Give them a call!
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I've gone 8 years with a knee that has been hurting, and within the first month I was feeling substantially better AND I had a plan of action and answers to my problem.  (My one leg is physically shorter; causing extra stress on my knee. So... no, leg lifts were not the first thing I needed adressed. It was that I need a shoe isert! 😅)
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terriauna B.
21:33 16 Nov 23

I suffered for over 2 an half months from a pinched nerve in my left leg went to the hospital twice wasn’t getting the answers I needed then I found Dr. Lynn McIntosh at Kansas City Chiropractor and changed my life completely I was healed with in a few weeks of Chiropractic therapy and I’m so happy that I found her. Thank you so much.😊
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21:43 04 Oct 23

Dr McIntosh has worked wonders for my conditions.Great listener and caring.Highly recommend!
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Excellent service I specialize by Dr McIntosh
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Don T.
13:37 02 Jul 23

Fantastic job. Very close. Very good!! Highly recommend.
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Jose C.
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Los mejores Quiropráctico sinceramente sus terapias y atención terapeutas me han ayudado en gran manera, totalmente agradecido por esforzarse y ayudarme a mi mejora se han esmerado y preocupado por mi pronta recuperación, se los recomiendo.
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My chiropractic visits here have helped tremendously with my upper back/neck pain and migraines. Always a pleasure to interact with everyone there!
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Kristen S.
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I was involved in a hit and run car accident. I would highly recommend this office for care. My neck, back, hips, knees, ankles, and toes were all worked on. Every issue is addressed during your visit.
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Kristina G.
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I am thankful to have come across Kansas City Chiropractic! I have been to a couple of different chiropractors in the Kansas City area (both on the Missouri and Kansas side). Dr. McIntosh is by far the best I’ve come across. Very thorough and even found things no other doctor has found or mentioned to me in the past - the x-rays don’t lie! Kind and professional staff!
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Friendly and caring staff. Easy appointments I wouldn't trust anyone else with my back in Kansas City
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Bethany J.
02:57 14 Aug 22

Dr. Seccio is amazing! They fit me in withing 24 hrs typically. He offers ideas for stretches and ways to continue progress between visits, remembers me and details about me like chronic issues, and what I do for hobbies and a living. I always leave feeling better and get in and out quickly. The front desk staff are also truly awesome!
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Dr. MCINTOSH is the best in the Kansas City area! Very knowledgeable and always addresses my issues. I always feel so much better after my visits. I was hurting for months and I felt much better after the visit. Her office is clean. Asia and the rest of her staff is always very friendly, efficient and knowledgeable. I highly recommend this office to anyone.Tania Edwards
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I've been to a lot of chiropractors, and Dr. Mcintosh is the best in the business hands down.  Great staff - Asia and others always take care of you and make the visit personable.
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Ashley R.
23:59 24 Oct 21

Point blank: they are the best. Lynn McIntosh, D.C., is the type of chiropractor who is genuine, and actually LISTENS to her patients; I find that rare these days. Can we also talk about Asia? If there is anybody who wants to experience true customer service, Asia embodies that and more. Smiling faces greet me every appointment, and after each session or laser therapy, steps towards reaching my best self are achieved. Kansas City Chiropractic is professional with high standards. Definitely worth checking out if you're in need feeling physical and mental improvement!
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Taylor M.
13:52 30 Sep 21

The staff here are amazing. They make you feel at home and take a great deal of care. Dr. McIntosh and Dr. Baalman will do everything they can to improve your quality of life and are very committed to what they do. If you're looking for a good chiropractor, look no further.
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I've had adjustments before, but when I say Dr. Lynn is thorough...she is! I expected my back pain to be better after services at her office. What I didn’t expect the next morning was for my 2 mile running time to improve almost a minute a mile!!! If you're a runner you know that's a huge improvement in one day when you run regularly. I appreciate Dr. Lynn listening and addressing my concerns regarding pains, movement, and performance. Kansas City Chiropractic services are making a difference. 💛one day.
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All of the doctors are intelligent and professional. I never felt comfortable going to a chiropractor before, but Dr. McIntosh thoroughly explained the process and the science behind it. I initially went for shoulder pain and quickly found relief for other long time concerns. Most notable was vertigo that I had been having about once a month for years. Following two treatments I realized I was no longer experiencing vertigo with certain head movements and now it has been a couple of years since I’ve had a major vertigo episode.🎉  Thank you Dr. McIntosh for your empathy, intelligence and wonderful care!
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I was lucky to get in with Dr. McIntosh at the last minute after I woke up one day feeling like I could hardly move or breathe due to back pain. I was several days away from a major surgery and knew I needed a chiropractor. I was able to get in three days in a row before surgery— the first for intake and adjustment, and the following two for adjustment, and each day I felt so much better than the day before. My surgery recovery is going so much better than I imagined since the pain was relieved by Dr. McIntosh’s adjustments. I also appreciated her kindness and patience with me, as well as how lovely the two people at the front were with me each time I arrived (I will learn their names next time for sure!). After my surgery recovery I plan to make this my go-to for chiropractic care, for sure.
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I’ve been coming here for a few weeks now and I must say that I am very pleased!! My body has been feeling great. They listen to  me and check in with me about how everything is feeling!!! Also their consultation and first appointment was extremely in depth and thoughtful, which is very important to me.
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My experience with Dr. McIntosh has always been extremely positive. She approaches chiropractic care from a holistic perspective, educating you on the physical structure of the body as well as your diet, gut, and overall well being. When you walk through the door the front desk is warm, welcoming and knowledgeable, and by the time you reach Dr. McIntosh, you’ve already had several positive interactions with her savvy staff. She will be efficient but thorough and straight forward in addressing your concerns and she is not afraid to tell you the truth about what will improve your situation- sometimes in areas you wouldn’t traditionally associate with chiropractic care. If you want to truly work on your health as well as any pain or discomfort you’re experiencing, she will walk through your concerns and be a supportive guide. Wouldn’t go anywhere else if you have the option to visit here!
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14:43 01 Mar 21

Very caring and quickly takes care of needs upon arrival, even during limited interaction periods like pandemic restrictions.
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This place is great, all of the doctors are wonderful and have done a great job of providing comprehensive care! Sadie up front is always so happy and makes coming to our visits enjoyable!
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This office is wonderful. Dr McIntosh is wonderful! She really listens to your issues and evaluates to give the best treatment. I love that she does more than adjustments. The options of deep tissue laser, spinal decompression and massage are all helpful treatments to go along with adjustments. Sadie at the front desk is super sweet and helpful as well!
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Dr. Tyler Smith was great with my adjustment.   My neck can be hard to adjust and he accomplished it without multiple tries.   I look forward to my next visit.  I highly recommend if your looking for a chiropractor, give him a try.
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In town for a couple days and needed an adjustment. Some of the adjustments were a little uncomfortable but never painful. Cracking my neck while I was facedown didn’t really do much but push my face into the bed
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Brandy M.
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I have been a patient of Dr. McIntosh's for several years now.  From a neck injury to a sprung ankle to just needing to relax with a massage and have relied on her and her staff to "make me straight again."  KC Chiropractic provides so many different services that I find it hard to beat what they can do for me.  Not to mention her front office staff is so inviting, I just love walking into the beautiful smiles.
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After my accident, I was in a lot of pain and my mobility was severely impacted.  Dr. McIntosh was amazing.  She helped me regain movement and greatly diminished my pain.  The facilities are meticulously clean and the staff is professional and friendly. If you need chiropractic services, choose Kansas City Chiropractic!!
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OMG! I ❤️ Kansas City Chiropractic! I began visiting for terrific massage therapy with Celeste Aquirre, but a recent injury moved me to see Dr Lynn MacIntosh. I am VERY pleased with the results after just four sessions. I willcontinue to see her for adjustments. While my mother is in hospice care, it takes this village of caring people to keep me upright. Many thanks!I’ve been seeing Dr. MacIntosh for over a year now, maintaining my alignment. As I move into more vigorous yoga, I can actively feel the support strengthened compared to last year as I recovered from my injury. The staff is taking every precaution to keep clients safe during the pandemic. Continued thanks to KC Chiropractice!
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I've been a patient of Dr. McIntosh for a few years now and cannot say enough good things about the whole office,  the thorough care and advice I've received.  I appreciate a Dr. who will listen and leaves me feeling genuinely cared for.I've had chronic lower back pain for years, working in a demanding desk job with requirements for international meetings means lots of long skype meetings at odd hours.  When stress gets high and/or early morning and late night meetings take their toll I would somehow get myself to a point where it's difficult to look over my right shoulder.  Regular adjustments and occasional laser therapy have basically eliminated both these issues.  I appreciate the investment in the whole person when treating you.  Quick attention to the immediate cause of pain but also a long term plans to keep me feeling good without being pushy or feeling like I've been sold anything frivolous, which I've felt with other practitioners closer to home.  For me It's important to have a relationship with a chiropractor that I feel has my best interest in mind so the drive to the plaza is worth it.
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I’d never visited a chiropractor before and frankly was a bit fearful. However, I had suffered from pain in my foot for months and was looking for an alternative to cortisone shots. I met Dr. McIntosh at a women’s event and she invited me to come see her to see if could help relieve the pain.  I visited her office and found her to be very good at identifying my pain points and options for relief. Over a period of a couple weeks my pain subsided and more importantly has never returned (5 years later). Over time I’ve visited Dr. McIntosh whenever I have an injury.  She’s consistently offered treatment plans that I am comfortable with and that relieve my pain.  Recently I visited the office and was impressed with the effort  Dr. McIntosh and her staff are going to keep the office clean and safe for patients during this pandemic. As always Dr. McIntosh is relieving the pain in my hand and offering good advice for managing use going forward.
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The best chiropractic doctor in KC!
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I have been under chiropractic care most of my life. Recently I was being seen elsewhere and something was just off. I had met Dr. McIntosh at networking events and decided it was time to make a change! In a weeks time I am feeling better, sleeping at night again and feel like I should! The adjustment style and therapy are exactly what I needed. I HIGHLY RECOMMEND Kansas City Chiropractic
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Sean A.
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I have recieved superb care from Dr. McIntosh and her staff.
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Top notch!
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First of all, I'm a regular here at KC Chiropractic. I visit once or twice a week every week for the last 3 months.. due to a work injury. I've met just about everybody in the office.  And this being my first time dealing with this sort of thing, they have made my experience more than easy and not at all as stressful as I thought it would be. That being said they have recently lost my the doctor(Dr. C. Martin opened his own practice!...and I miss him greatly), but the services offered are still very good. Each one of the ladies in the office is a kind and thoughtful person. But let me give a genuine word to the front end.  One of which I've gotten to know very well. Her name is Asia. She has held my hand and gave comfort to me through this entire process. She's personable and professional, giving an open and honest motherly approach to everybody. I sit back and watch as she greets each and every client by name, remembering things and events in their lives that matter. Everyone who that comes through her door is family. And they are treated as such with big smiles, hugs and laughs. I can't tell you how much easier this sort of experience is with someone who genuinely cares.  If this is your first experience with Chiropractic Care I would really recommend this office. The location,(it's in the plaza, but not too close!), the atmosphere,(the office is GORGEOUS),the Dr.'s, are wonderful, the front end, (BIG UPS to Asia..Thank You!),and a long list of services... laser pain relief, acupuncture, massage therapists, decompression, and adjustments that will straighten you all the way out! KC Chiropractic is definitely the place to visit.
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Doc is doing a great job for me. Celeste their massage therapist is incredible.
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I always enjoy my visits with Dr. Macintosh and Celeste. Very talented and professional people in this office, I have greatly appreciated the work done on me, and I cant wait to visit again!
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Friendly and very friendly. I go here because i know what a great adjustment is. And they deliver. I don't have insurance and that means i know the pricing is good.
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Excellent staff and superb treatment
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Celeste is great for a lymphatic massage and she listens to you .
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I give KC Chiropractor 5 stars from the moment you walk in to the minute that you leave. Very satisfied
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First time ever going to a chiropractic, and can say it was a great first time experience! Staff was very friendly , I had my son and they are kid oriented .
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Dr. David K.
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Dr. Mac is one of the best in the business and she is always on time.
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Brandy W.
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I love this chiropractor. They took the best care of me. Asia was the best, she is always so nice and funny! This is best place to go
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Breona D.
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This is the best chiropractic office in Kansas City! Asia is the best receptionist, always nice and lifting spirits! 100% recommended
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Dr. McIntosh and team are wonderful!  It's honestly the best adjustment I have had, and I have been using chiropractors for years!!  I would highly recommend Kansas City Chiropractic!
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Amazing chiropractors and massage therapists. I usually have a massage with Celeste first (best therapeutic massage I’ve ever had anywhere!), then see Dr. Martin for an adjustment. They are incredible - I call them “The Body Whisperers” because they really *listen* to what the body is telling them and then treat/work on you accordingly. They’re never on auto-pilot while they’re treating you - always totally engaged. Dr. Martin is the best chiro I’ve had since I lived in Houston (over 15 years ago). Best chiro and massage you’ll ever have.The staff is also amazing - friendly, accommodating, personable, and competent; Sadie and Asia are the best!!
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Amazing and friendly service.  Never have to wait for an appt, even if I book last minute!!  The massage therapist is the best ever and gives great tips on posture and other techniques for between sessions!!
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This is one of the top Chiropractic businesses in KC. I have gotten chiro and massage here. This is the best deep tissue. Ask for Celeste A.
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KC Chiropractic has been so great for my girlfriend and myself! They helped her with her tailbone pain and are currently treating my ankle pain. I've had my ankle pain for over a year and after a couple of visits the pain is disappearing!
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I have had the most AMAZING experience with Kansas City Chiropractic! Dr. Lynn McIntosh and her entire team are welcoming, knowledgable and centered on what is happening with each patient, each visit. I had laryngitis for FIVE (5) weeks, going back and forth between my primary care, ENT, and GI specialist. After several scopes and “let’s wait and see, come back in 4-6 weeks,” I found Dr. McIntosh. She evaluated what was going on with me and developed a plan for acupuncture, along with wellness supplements specific to my needs. After my fifth visit (Friday, Monday, Wednesday, Friday & Monday), my voice came back!!! THANK YOU everyone at Kansas City Chiropractic!!!
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Amazing Staff, AMAZING people, Best Chiropractor in Kansas City. I’ve been going for about a year now and  always walk out feeling like a new person!I definitely look forward to going my next visit and adjustment.
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Dr. Martin is the best.
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Ive known Dr. Callan Martin for a few years now.  He is a very thorough and knowledgeable chiropractor.  He is great with athletes and He truly cares and listens to your concerns.  He is honest and up front and will provide you withseveral options so you can get back to your optimal level.
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The best experience!!! I've always been leery of chiropractors in general based on others opinions, BUT Dr. McIntosh is always professional and provides services with care and understanding. The entire team is professional and personable. Will definitely recommend to everyone.
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The best!! Aja, is a true asset to this store! So positive! Cares about everyone who comes thru the door! Then, you have the Dr. She is incredible! She has taken time to explain the treatment to me. She cares very very much about her patients! I'm so grateful for this office!! Thank you SO MUCH for everything!!
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I was referred to Dr. Martin and was very skeptical about seeing a Chiropractor but I'm so glad I did. I've had a serious problem with my sciatic nerve and Dr. Martin has put me on the road to recovery.  His staff is great and Celeste the massage therapist is the best...Thank you all so much!
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Being new to the area, it's hard to find new doctors and people that can help you quickly! Dr. McIntosh has been very helpful in managing my lower back pain as well as other areas of concern. Her staff is delightful, very kind and accommodating. I appreciate the ease of booking and efficiency of the office. Celeste is also great with massage! Having these services together in one place is very convenient.
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Dr. McIntosh is phenomenal! She was able to alleviate a great deal of pain caused in an auto accident and she was also super friendly! My experiences with Dr. Baalman, Dr. Martin, and Celeste (massage therapist) were all super pleasant as well! A special thank you to the front desk associate and laser treatment specialist, Aja, as well! Glad to have met all of these people, even after an unfortunate situation.
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I've been to nearly 10 different Chiropractic centers and Kansas City Chiropractic puts them all to shame. Their entire staff is impressive, facility is top notch, and they were clearly more knowledgeable than anywhere I've been. Look no more.
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Great staff and my Doc has a great bedside manner. He takes the time to listen to my complaints about my pain and he patiently and thoroughly explains what the issues are and step by step plans for treatment.I highly recommend KANSAS CITY CHIROPRACTIC !!
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Knowledge chiropractors who go above and beyond what you need(she gives me gifts!). Celeste, their massage therapist has a very strong and intuitive touch, also gives great at home care/exercises to further the benefits of the work you have recieved. And to top it off friendly, fun front desk staff.
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Most of the staff is extremely helpful and flexible. Dr. Callan Martin is the best in the US and the only one I want to go to. He is the only one that can fix me completely, and I send all of my clients to him as well. In fact, I trust him so much I even take my kids to him.
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Very nice, very helpful, Very Friendy like Family.  I had never been to a Chiropractor before not a real body massage, I can actually move again, My Headaches ar re GONE!! KC Chiropractic actually Care about their patients, I Recommend to anyone who needs A Chiropractor or Massage to come here Really. Thank you Alberta
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I have been going here for about 3 weeks now. Dr. McIntosh is great at listening to what you have going on and making a plan for resolving it. All of the staff are very friendly and make you feel welcome. Definitely recommended!
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I've been going for awhile now and each time is an enjoyable experience. I always feel better after and definitely would recommend to anyone who is looking for an adjustment.
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This a great place to drop your pain off.If your looking to be pain free .. You should call and make an appointment to see an excellent Dr.today
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I followed Dr. Callan here from another practice, he is awesome! Stephanie and Asia at the front are super sweet and professional!
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I have been battling tennis elbow for months. Through KC chiropractic multiple methods I have regained my strength and on the road to recovery. Thank you!
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Have been going to KC Chiropractic for two  weeks now & feeling results! The staff are friendly & caring! One young lady greets me with "How are you YOUNG man." I'm 70yrs old! I highly recommend this Chiropractic office!
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Snap, crackle, pop.
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They do an incredible job. I go to Dr. Martin, and I followed him here from his previous employer because he does such a great job. Staff is super friendly too!
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Dr. Martin is wonderful
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The staff here is amazingly courteous & professional. They remember your name and add that personal touch that evades many businesses nowadays!
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This Clinic is awesome! The staff are friendly and my chiropractor was quite effective, I will share my experiences with anyone who needs a chiropractor
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